The clinical relevance of the tumor microenvironment in modulating the response of solid tumors to chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been documented[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5]. Herein, the membrane protein caveolin-1 (Cav1) came into focus as it is overexpressed or mutated in many solid human tumors[@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11]. Although Cav1 acts as tumor suppressor in non-transformed cells, its overexpression has been linked to tumor progression and poor prognosis[@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15]. As an example, overexpression of Cav1 has been identified as a marker for breast, lung and prostate cancer (PCa) progression that is associated with increased resistance to chemotherapy, metastatic disease and poor prognosis[@b16][@b17]. Furthermore, patients with advanced PCa had also increased serum levels of Cav1 suggesting a secretion of Cav1 from PCa cells that may contribute to the tumor-promoting effects of Cav1[@b18]. Interestingly, though levels of Cav1 increased in epithelial cancer cells during PCa progression, Cav1 expression was decreased in the tumor stroma in advanced and metastatic PCa, an effect that was found to be functionally relevant to tumor progression and to correlate with reduced relapse-free survival[@b10][@b19]. It is assumed that regulated Cav1 expression in the cancer cells is a prerequisite for their hyperproliferative stage and that Cav1 might regulate tumor-promoting epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of the transformed epithelial cells, tumor angiogenesis and metastasis[@b20]. Regulation of Cav1 function was further related to signaling by receptor-independent tyrosine kinases (Src, Abl) or oncogenes (c-myc, v-Abl, H-Ras), to the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (p53), as well as to posttranslational modifications such as phosphorylation or palmitoylation[@b21]. Altogether these observations demonstrate that in the context of the altered genetic background of transformed cells Cav1 mediates altered cellular functions such as apoptosis resistance and metastasis[@b22]. Studies in other cancer types further implicated Cav1 as a pro-survival factor mediating resistance e.g. in pancreatic and lymphoblastoid cancer cells to the cytotoxic action of ionizing radiation (IR) *in vitro*. Silencing of Cav1 in pancreatic cancer cell lines resulted in the disruption of its interactions with beta1-integrin and focal adhesion kinase leading to reduced cell adhesion, proliferation and survival after exposure to IR[@b23][@b24][@b25]. Similarly, Cav1 expression also protected lymphoblastoid TK6 from radiation-induced apoptosis[@b26].

For PCa therapy radical prostatectomy, hormone ablation therapy, percutaneous radiotherapy and interstitial radiation methods are available today for treatment of localized stages[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30]. Radiotherapy (RT) is also an integral part of treatment protocols for inoperable locally advanced PCa. However, resistance to chemotherapy and RT remains a major obstacle in the successful treatment of high-risk PCa patients. Herein the role of Cav1 for the outcome of RT in the context of tumor-stroma interactions is still largely unknown.

Consistent with earlier findings we recently demonstrated that increased expression of Cav1 in epithelial cancer cells of advanced human PCa tissue specimens was paralleled by a reduction of Cav1 in the tumor stroma which is well known to have a more reactive phenotype in advanced prostate carcinoma[@b19][@b31][@b32][@b33]. Importantly alterations in stromal Cav1 levels did not include the tumor vasculature because independent of the tumor stages Cav1 was highly expressed in tumor endothelial cells, even in advanced prostate carcinomas. Cav1 may therefore constitute a valuable therapeutic target to overcome therapy resistance by sensitizing both, radioresistant tumor cells and the radioresistant tumor vasculature, to the cytotoxic effects of IR[@b19]. Nevertheless, the accelerated growth of untreated prostate tumors in the Cav1-deficient background hinted to a potential risk of treatment strategies targeting endothelial Cav1 for radiosensitization in these tumors making careful validation of such treatment strategies with respect to adverse growth promoting effects absolutely necessary[@b19].

Therefore it has to be elucidated whether Cav1-dependent resistance-promoting signals from endothelial cells (EC) can be separated from Cav1-dependent stromal signals that restrict tumor growth and may thus allow a safer targeting of Cav-1 mediated radiation resistance. Here we investigated the role of stromal Cav1 for growth- and resistance-promoting tumor-stroma interactions during PCa progression with a focus on the impact of stromal fibroblasts.

Results
=======

Reduction of Cav1 levels decreased survival of clonogenic epithelial cells *in vitro*
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether reduced Cav1 expressions might alter the radiation response of malignant prostate epithelial cells we performed *in vitro* experiments using the human prostate carcinoma cell line PC3 in combination with shRNA knock-down of Cav1 expression ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Using long-term assays measuring the surviving fraction after irradiation revealed that the number of epithelial PC3 cells able to re-grow and form a colony after irradiation was considerably diminished in shCav1 PC3(−) cells as compared to the shCtrl PC3(+) cells with normal Cav1 expression ([Fig. 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The reduction of Cav1 levels resulted in a slight but not significant increase in epithelial cell proliferation ([Fig. 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Radiation further fostered a significant upregulation of Cav1 expression levels in shCtrl PC3(+) but not in shCav1 PC3(−) ([Fig. 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Expression levels of the proliferation marker cyclin D1 (Ccnd1) were furthermore significantly increased in shCav1 PC3(−) upon radiation. Further examination of the expression levels of the survival protein Akt/ Protein kinase B showed that the more radio-sensitive shCav1 PC3(−) showed significantly decreased expression levels of Akt as compared to Cav1- expressing shCtrl PC3(+). Consequently lowering Cav1 levels specifically in tumor epithelial cells may be suited to increase the efficiency of IR in PCa.

Single dose irradiation decreased growth of PC3 xenograft tumors more efficiently in Cav1-expressing PC3 tumors which was accompanied by a less reactive tumor stroma
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the role of epithelial Cav1 in prostate tumor radiosensitivity *in vivo*, we next compared the response to a single high dose irradiation in PC3(−) tumor xenografts to that of Cav1-expressing PC3(+) cells, because the above *in vitro* data suggested that the Cav1-silenced PC3 cells are more sensitive to IR ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). For this, subcutaneous PC3 prostate xenografts were implanted onto the hind limb of NMRI nude mice and were irradiated locally with a single dose of 10 Gy when the tumor reached a size of about 100 mm^3^ (around day 3). Tumor growth was determined by measuring the tumor volume 3 times a week ([Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). PC3(−)-derived tumors showed a significantly increased tumor growth when compared to PC3(+)-derived tumors as demonstrated by the reduced time to reach a four-fold tumor volume ([Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, tumor growth delay after radiation was significantly decreased in shCav1 PC3(−)-derived tumors as demonstrated by the reduced time to reach a four-fold tumor volume (PC3(+) 0 Gy: 10,80 ± 0,49d, n = 5; PC3(+) 10 Gy: 14,60 ± 0,60d, n = 5; PC3(−) 0 Gy: 7,50 ± 0,33d, n = 8; PC3(−) 10 Gy: 9,14 ± 0,55d, n = 7). Because of this discrepancy in radiosensitivity between the *in vitro* and *in vivo* findings we investigated the levels of the proliferation marker Ccnd1 in whole tumor lysates by Western blot analysis ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In line with the observed *in vitro* findings shCav1 PC3-derived tumors showed significantly higher protein levels of Ccnd1. Ccnd1 expression levels were even significantly increased in irradiated shCav1 PC3(−)-derived tumors as compared to irradiated PC3(+)-derived tumors. We further examined the expression levels of the survival protein Akt ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Significantly increased expression levels of Akt were detected in PC3(−)-tumors. Surprisingly the Cav1 expression levels were not significantly reduced in tumors grown from Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells ([Fig. 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Together with the fact that *in vitro* PC3(−) cells showed an increased proliferation rate and a significantly increased sensitivity to IR we speculate that differences in the stromal compartment between tumors grown from PC3(−) and Cav1-expressing PC3(+) cells may contribute to the observed findings. We therefore investigated the expression levels of the reactive stroma markers fibroblast activating protein (FAP) and transgelin (Tagln), as well as c-Src, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase that regulates a complex signaling network and that has been implicated in both epithelial and stromal mechanisms of disease progression ([Fig. 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly higher expression levels of these proteins were detected in PC3(−)-tumors indicating the presence of a more reactive tumor stroma. In particular after irradiation the presence of a more reactive tumor stroma might account for the observed reduced sensitivity to IR *in vivo*.

Immunohistological analysis of experimental PC3 prostate xenografts confirmed the presence of a more reactive tumor stroma which potentially caused the radiation resistance
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To corroborate the findings of a more reactive tumor stroma in Cav1-silenced PC3(−)-tumors tissues derived from PC3(−) cells as well as from Cav1-expressing PC3(+) cells were subjected to immunohistochemistry for Cav1, FAP and Tagln ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). As expected nearly no epithelial Cav1 expression was detected in tumors derived from Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells. As compared to Cav1-expressing PC3(+)-tumors, PC3(−)-tumors contain a more collagenous tumor stroma as revealed by the increased blue-green stromal compartment after a Masson's Goldner Trichrome staining. After radiation there was markedly increased Cav1 expression detectable in these PC3(−)-derived tumors which was paralleled by an increased immunoreactivity to FAP and Tagln in the stromal compartment ([Supplemental Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This confirmed our Western blot results that tumors derived from PC3(−) cells have higher amounts of stromal marker proteins and that in particular after radiation treatment the more radioresistant PC3(−)-tumors are characterized by a more reactive tumor stroma. In line with the observed increase in tumor growth of shCav1 PC3-derived tumors we further detected an increased immunoreactivity to the universal proliferation marker proliferating cell nuclear antigen (Pcna) in these tumors ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Immunofluorescence analysis further confirmed that the increase in proliferation was mainly caused by the malignant epithelial cells itself as nearly no Pcna-immunoreactivity was detectable in Tagln-positive stromal cells ([Supplemental Figure S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Immunofluorescent analysis of the stromal marker protein smooth muscle actin (ACTA2) together with Cav1 further revealed that in PC3(−)-derived tumors some Cav1 expressing epithelial cells can be detected close to fibroblast-enriched tumor regions, which led us speculate that the recruited stromal cells might mediate partially Cav1 re-expression in the prostate epithelial PC3 cells which because of the phenotype of implanted stable transduced PC3(−) cells must be due to a Cav1 substitution ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Radiation further seemed to induce an increase in Cav1 re-expression in tumors of Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells ([Supplemental Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggested that close to the human situation an increase in epithelial Cav1 (re-) expression together with a more reactive tumor stroma may account for the observed increase of radiation resistance.

In order to corroborate these findings and to mimic the human situation more precisely we implanted Cav1-silenced PC3 cells as well as Cav1-expressing control cells directly into the right and left dorsolateral lobe of the prostate of NMRI nude mice ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In line with the results obtained above PC3(−)-derived tumors showed a significantly increased tumor growth when compared to PC3(+)-derived tumors as demonstrated by the significantly increased tumor weight and volume 14 days after tumor cell implantation ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Akt expression levels were also increased in shCav1 PC3(−)-derived tumors as compared to PC3(+)-derived tumors ([Fig. 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The Cav1 expression levels were reduced in tumors grown from Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells but the lower Cav1 expression levels varied between the different shCav1 PC3(−)-derived tumors. Interestingly we found a variable upregulation of the EMT promoting growth factor transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGFb) within these tumors. Also, higher expression levels of the reactive stroma markers FAP and Tagln were detected in PC3(−)-tumors confirming the presence of a more reactive tumor stroma (not shown). Immunohistochemical analysis of Cav1 further showed that in PC3(−)-derived tumors some areas with Cav1-expressing epithelial cells can be detected ([Fig. 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These Cav1-immunoreactive PC3 cells were again localized within fibroblast-enriched tumor regions ([Fig. 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Reduction of Cav1 levels increased survival of clonogenic fibroblasts *in vitro*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether reduced Cav1 expressions might alter the radiation response of stromal fibroblasts we performed *in vitro* experiments using the human fibroblast cell line HS5 as model in combination with shRNA knock-down of Cav1 expression ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). According to the experiments with the PC3 cells as described above a long-term assays measuring the surviving fraction after irradiation revealed that the clonogenic survival of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) cells was significantly increased after irradiation as compared to the Cav1-expressing HS5(+) cells ([Fig. 5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore HS5(−) fibroblasts showed a decreased proliferation rate ([Fig. 5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Radiation further fostered a downregulation of Cav1 expression levels in shCtrl HS5(+) by tendency but not in shCav1 HS5(−) ([Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Expression levels of the proliferation marker cyclin D1 (Ccnd1) were furthermore significantly decreased in shCav1 HS5(−). Further examination of the Akt expression levels revealed that the more radio-resistant shCav1 HS5(−) showed significantly increased expression levels of Akt as compared to Cav1-expressing shCtrl HS5(+). Conclusively the impact of the increased survival of Cav1-deficient fibroblasts on the radiation treatment outcome remains to be determined but argues against a general approach for Cav1-silencing in PCa.

Cav1-deficient stromal fibroblasts mediated radiation resistance
----------------------------------------------------------------

We then aimed to test whether a more reactive fibroblastic tumor stroma with presumably reduced Cav1 expression accounts for the increased radiation resistance observed in PC3(−) xenograft tumors. To mimic the human situation we performed co-implantations of Cav1-silenced PC3(−) tumor cells in combination with Cav1-silenced or Cav1-expressing HS5 fibroblasts by subcutaneous transplantations onto the hind limb of NMRI nude mice and irradiation treatment after manifestation of the tumor ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In line with the results presented above co-implantation of PC3(−) prostate epithelial cells with HS5 fibroblasts showed that Cav1-silenced HS(−) fibroblasts promoted tumor growth of PC3(−) cells stronger than Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts ([Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the response of PC3(−) xenograft tumors to radiation treatment was significantly less pronounced when they were co-implanted with Cav1-silenced HS5(−) fibroblasts compared to co-implantation with Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts as demonstrated by the increased time to reach a four-fold tumor volume ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) (PC3(−)HS5(+) 0 Gy: 13, 9 ± 0, 90 d, n = 10; PC3(−)HS5(+) 10 Gy: 21, 75 ± 1.29 d, n = 8; PC3(−)HS5(−) 0 Gy: 10, 89 ± 0, 35 d, n = 9; PC3(−)HS5(−) 10 Gy: 12, 90 ± 0, 94 d, n = 10).

We investigated again the levels of the proliferation marker Ccnd1 in whole tumor lysates by Western blot analysis ([Fig. 6B](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Protein levels of Ccnd1 were not altered in HS5(−) co-implanted PC3(−) tumors. After radiation treatment Ccnd1 expression levels were significantly decreased in irradiated shCav1 PC3-derived tumors containing HS5(+) fibroblasts as compared to irradiated shCav1 PC3-derived tumors containing HS5(−) fibroblasts corroborating the data that Cav1-silenced fibroblasts were more radioresistant in respective tumors. We further examined the expression levels of the survival protein Akt and Cav1. Significantly reduced expression levels of Akt were detected in PC3(−)HS5(+)-derived tumors after radiation in line with reduced expression levels of Cav1 ([Fig. 6C](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Radiation of PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors resulted in significantly upregulated Cav1 levels, which might implicate that epithelial Cav1 re-expression in the prostate epithelial PC3 could contribute to the observed radiation resistance.

Because we speculated that differences in the stromal compartment between PC3 tumors may contribute to the observed findings, we again investigated the expression levels of the reactive stroma markers c-Src, Tagln and FAP as performed above ([Fig. 6D](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly significant higher expression levels of these proteins were detected in irradiated PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors supporting that a more reactive tumor stroma mediated radiation resistance. We further performed immunohistochemistry analysis to confirm our findings ([Supplemental Figure S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In tumors of Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells in combination with Cav1-silenced HS5(−) fibroblasts Cav1 immunoreactivity was clearly reduced whereas the reactive stromal markers FAP and Tagln showed a more prominent and intensive staining ([Supplemental Figure S3A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). And in particular after radiation treatment the more radioresitant PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors displayed an increased immunoreactivity to FAP and Tagln in the stromal compartment, which demonstrated a more reactive tumor stroma after radiation as well as a more prominent staining of epithelial Cav1 ([Supplemental Figure S3B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Immunohistochemistry using the Pcna antibody further confirmed the Western blot results because a more intensive staining of the proliferation marker was detected in the more radioresitant PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors and in particular after radiation treatment ([Supplemental Figure S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results revealed that loss of stromal Cav1 is paralleled by an increase in epithelial Cav1 expression and further suggests again that loss of stromal Cav1 can presumably foster epithelial Cav1 expression and thereby promoting increased of radiation resistance.

Supernatants derived from Cav1-silenced HS5 fibroblasts fostered radiation resistance of cultured malignant epithelial cells
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, to confirm our *in vivo* data mechanistically, *in vitro* analysis of the radiation response of cultured PC3 (+/−Cav1) and Cav1-deficient LNCaP prostate cancer cells were performed in the presence of supernatants (SN) derived from cultured Cav1-silenced HS5(−) or control transduced Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts with or without radiation treatment (+/−XRT with 10 Gy) ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, SN of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) cells induced a marked upregulation of Cav1 expression levels in cultured PC3(+) cells with and without radiation ([Fig. 7A](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). A similar but less prominent increase in Cav1 was detected in Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells. No real differences were detected in Akt expression levels upon radiation in combination with HS5 SN treatment. Expression levels of the proliferation marker Ccnd1 were furthermore slightly increased in cultured PC3(+) cells upon treatment with SN of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) cells. The increase of Ccnd1 was more prominent in HS5(−) SN cultured PC3(−) cells. The HS5(−) SN induced upregulation of Cav1 expression levels in cultured PC3(+) cells with and without radiation were paralleled by an upregulation of the mesenchymal marker smooth muscle actin (Acta2). In androgen receptor-expressing and naturally Cav1-deficient LNCaP cells, HS5(+) SN treatment induced a slight upregulation of Cav1 expression levels ([Fig. 7B](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Again, no real differences were detected in Akt expression levels upon radiation in combination with HS5 SN treatment. A trend of higher Akt phosphorylation levels at threonine 308 (T308) was observed upon HS5(+) SN treatment. Expression levels of Ccnd1 were again slightly increased cultured LNCaP cells upon treatment with SN of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) cells. Interestingly, the HS5(+) SN induced upregulation of Cav1 expression levels were paralleled by an upregulation of Acta2. To further investigate how Cav1 levels might be altered in cultured Cav1-deficient tumor cells Cav1 expression and localization was analyzed in LNCaP cells co-cultured with GFP-expressing (shCtrl)-transfected HS5 fibroblasts by immunofluorescence ([Supplemental Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Direct co-culture of both cell types can lead to an up-regulation of Cav1-immunoreactivity in LNCaP cells suggesting a transfer of Cav1 between the cells ([Supplemental Figure S4A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast increased Cav1-immunoreactivity can even be observed in some LNCaP cells upon radiation. Similar findings were observed in Cav1-silenced and GFP-expressing (shCav1-transfected) PC3 cell co-cultures with normal (non-transfected) HS5 fibroblasts ([Supplemental Figure S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cav1 secretion was further confirmed by the presence of Cav1 in cell culture supernatants derived from HS5(+/−Cav1) fibroblasts with or without radiation treatment ([Supplemental Figure S4C](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The resistance-promoting effect of Cav1-deficient HS5(−) fibroblasts was further analyzed by determining the degree of apoptosis (SubG1 fraction) after radiation in PC3 (+/−Cav1) and Cav1-deficient LNCaP prostate cancer cells in the presence of HS5 SN ([Fig. 7C](#f7){ref-type="fig"},D). Conformingly SN of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) significantly reduced apoptosis induction in cultured PC3(+) and in the *in vitro* more radiosensitive PC3(−) ([Fig. 7C](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). A similar but less prominently reduced apoptosis rate was detected in LNCaP cells upon radiation and HS5(−) SN treatment ([Fig. 7D](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitative Real Time RT-PCR analysis of the reactive fibroblasts markers Acta2, Tagln as well as the tumor-promoting factors Vegf (vascular endothelial growth factor), Tgfb and Mmp2 (matrix metalloproteinase 2) in total RNA isolates of HS5 fibroblasts (+/−Cav1 and +/−XRT) further confirmed the more reactive phenotype of Cav1(−) HS5 fibroblasts ([Fig. 7E](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). A general upregulation of the most prominent angiogenic growth factor Vegf in Cav1(−) HS5 fibroblasts was detected, whereas a significant upregulation of the EMT promoting growth factor Tgfb was detected in Cav1(−) HS5 fibroblasts upon radiation. Furthermore reduced Mmp2 mRNA expression levels were detected in HS5(−) fibroblasts which is in line with the findings stated above as reduced expressions of collagenases may also contribute to increased collagen deposition and thus the presence of a more reactive tumor stroma. QRTPCR analysis further confirmed significantly increased mRNA expression levels of the Tgfb receptors TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 as well as the epithelial cadherin repressing EMT gene Snai2 in PC3(+) cells ([Fig. 7F](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Conclusively the resistance-promoting effect of Cav1-deficient HS5(−) fibroblasts coincided with upregulations of Cav1 expression levels in malignant epithelial cells and further suggests that EMT might contribute to the observed radiation resistance.

Loss of stromal Cav1 in advanced PCa is accompanied by a more reactive tumor stroma indicating radiation resistance
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm that loss of stromal Cav1 is paralleled by a radiation-resistance promoting reactive tumor stroma, human prostate tissue specimens were analyzed for Cav1 and Tagln protein expressions. Therefore, formalin fixed paraffin-embedded tissue slides of human prostate adenocarcinomas with distinct Gleason Scores were immunostained for Cav1, phosphoCav1, Src and Tagln ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplemental Figure S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In line with previous reports we found that benign prostate epithelia were negative for Cav1 but that Cav1 expression in prostate epithelial cells increased with higher Gleason scores, i.e. lower tumor differentiation ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, bold arrows). In contrast, stromal cells of tumor samples tended to be less intensively stained or even negative in cases with higher Gleason grade ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, asterisks). The increase in stromal Tagln expression in higher Gleason score specimen confirmed the more reactive tumor stroma phenotype. Similar to the Cav1-alterations differences were found for phosphoCav1 and the Cav1 (on Tyr14) phosphorylating kinase Src expressions. Whereas both proteins were more intensively stained in the stromal compartment of tumor specimen with lower Gleason scores, immunoreactivity clearly increased in the malignant epithelial cells of higher Gleason grade tumor specimen. These results indicated that Src-mediated regulations of Cav1 phosphorylation have implications for prostate carcinoma progression and therapy resistance because Src-dependent Cav1 phosphorylation is required for Cav1 signaling prior our suggested potentially stromal-epithelial Cav1 substitution.

Discussion
==========

Understanding the role of stromal cells in tumor responses to RT and chemotherapy is essential to improve treatment strategies and to reduce the rate of resistant tumors. We recently demonstrated that stromal Cav1 levels in the tumor microvasculature are important to the outcome of RT[@b19]. Within that previous study murine prostate MPR31--4 tumors grown in Cav1-deficient mice showed significantly increased tumor progression, but upon radiation treatment a more pronounced tumor growth delay, because loss of stromal Cav1 enhanced the sensitivity of microvascular EC to radiation-induced apoptosis[@b19]. Therefore we concluded that Cav1 might be a promising therapeutic target for combinatorial therapies to counteract radiation resistance of PCa at the level of the tumor vasculature. Accordingly we used cultured PC3 cells and confirmed that loss of Cav1 expression increased sensitivity of PC3 cells to radiation and reduces their clonogenic survival after irradiation, which further supports the idea of Cav1 being a valuable therapeutic target. This is inline with the work from other groups which already demonstrated in other cancer types that Cav1 acts as a pro-survival factor mediating resistance. In particular silencing of Cav1 in pancreatic cancer cell lines and lymphoblastoid cancer cells resulted in reduced cell adhesion, proliferation and survival after exposure to IR[@b23][@b24][@b25].

*In vivo*, silencing of Cav1 expression in PC3 cells resulted in an increased tumor growth and reduced growth delay after IR when compared to tumors generated by Cav1-expressing PC3 cells, which was accompanied by increasing amounts of reactive tumor stroma and potentially by a Cav1 re-expression in the malignant epithelial cells. The importance of stromal fibroblasts for the progression and radiation response of prostate tumors was further highlighted after co-implantation of Cav1-silenced PC3 cells with Cav1-proficient or -deficient HS5 fibroblasts as model. We show here for the first time that HS5 fibroblasts with reduced Cav1 levels resulted in increased radioresistance to IR. We further demonstrated for the first time that the decreased radiation-induced growth delay of tumors with co-implanted Cav1-silenced HS5 cells was associated with an increased reactive tumor stroma. Thus, normal Cav1-positive stroma might inhibit tumor progression and improve the efficiency of radiation therapy, whereas a Cav1-dependend transformed and more reactive tumor stroma fosters tumor growth and contributes to therapy resistance. Together with the accelerated growth of untreated prostate tumors when Cav1-silenced fibroblasts were implanted the presented results hint to a potential risk of treatment strategies targeting Cav1 for radiosensitization in these tumors making careful validation of such treatment strategies with respect to adverse growth promoting effects absolutely necessary.

Today it is widely accepted that stroma changes play a functional role during neoplastic transformation and also a key role in cancer cell invasiveness and progression and potentially therapy resistance[@b34][@b35]. Herein the reactive tumor stroma significantly contributes to therapy resistance at multiple levels[@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41]. In particular therapy-induced DNA damage of the stromal compartment can lead to the activation of secretory programs which in turn influence the growth and survival of tumor cells[@b42]. On the one hand transcriptional alterations in primary prostate fibroblasts following DNA damage resulted in potential paracrine effects on adjacent tumor cells[@b43]. Here we now show that tumors from Cav1-silenced PC3 cells were characterized by increasing amounts of reactive tumor stroma and a reduced growth delay after IR and that these tumors displayed significantly higher levels of the survival protein Akt. Similar results were obtained in tumors with co-implanted Cav1-silenced HS5 cells and thus an increased reactive tumor stroma and increased Akt levels. Elevated Akt levels and aberrant activation of PI3K-Akt pathway was already suggested to contribute to increased cell invasiveness and facilitate PCa progression[@b44].

As it is not possible to target Cav1 specifically in tumor cells it is important to dissect the molecular details of Cav1-mediateded radiation response modulation. One potential candidate as suggested by the presented results is the non-receptor tyrosine kinase Src. Src has already been implicated in PCa development, progression and metastasis[@b45]. Accordingly, we show here for the first time that both untreated and irradiated tumors grown from Cav1-silenced PC3 cells after orthotopic or subcutaneous implantation displayed significantly higher Src levels which were in parallel with the observed significantly higher levels of reactive stroma markers. Furthermore, using the co-implantation model, the more radioresitant tumors which contained Cav1-deficient HS5 fibroblasts at the implantation time point, showed significantly higher Src levels in response to IR which again was in parallel with the observed significantly higher levels of reactive stroma markers. Therefore treatment with Src inhibitors might be a potential treatment option for radiosensitizing advanced prostate carcinomas which were characterized by a Cav1-deficient reactive tumor stroma. This is of particular interest since work from another group already demonstrated that the Src inhibitor dasatinib treatment impaired the metastatic phenotypes of the human PCa cell lines PC-3, DU-145, and LNCaP, by significantly reducing migration and invasion[@b46]. Dasatinib treatment of athymic nude mice resulted in impaired growth of PC3 cell xenograft tumors. Herein, dasatinib also had direct effects on the ability of microvascular EC to form tubes *in vitro* and impaired the ability of PC-3 cells to induce angiogenesis *in vivo*[@b46].

In general, Src-mediated Cav1 phosphorylation on Tyr14 has been demonstrated to be essential for Cav1 signaling and Cav1 endocytosis because phosphorylation of Cav1 leads to separation of neighboring negatively-charged N-terminal phospho-tyrosine residues, promoting swelling of caveolae followed by their release from the plasma membrane[@b47][@b48]. Hereby Src has also been shown to play an important role in PCa development and progression because Src can signal through focal adhesion kinase (FAK) in response to integrin activation, which has been implicated in many aspects of tumor biology, such as cell proliferation, metastasis and angiogenesis[@b49][@b50]. Therefore Src inhibition represents a valid therapeutic strategy for investigation[@b46]. Src was further shown to contribute to increases in Cav1 expressions[@b51]. Furthermore, upregulations of epithelial Cav1 expression followed the induction of EMT and was preceded by increased activation of FAK and Src, two known tyrosine kinases also involved in EMT[@b51]. Cav1 was already shown to regulate tumor-promoting EMT of transformed epithelial cells and thereby promoting invasive phenotypes e.g. in bladder or gastric cancers[@b20][@b52]. Herein positive Cav1 expression was significantly correlated with negative E-cadherin expression in malignant epithelial cells[@b52]. Mechanistically EMT might result from an increased internalization of TGFBRI and Cav1 from lipid rafts which in turn results in an increased TGFb signaling[@b53]. In line with these findings we show here for the first time that Cav1-deficient fibroblasts foster an upregulation of prostate cancer cell Cav1 expression levels *in vitro* and *in vivo* and furthermore in response to IR treatment and thereby might contribute to the observed radiation resistance.

In a very recently published study DeRita *et al*. demonstrated that Src is packaged into exosomes and released from PCa cells[@b50]. Furthermore the authors showed that Src- containing exosomes can be isolated in higher amounts from the plasma of prostate tumor-bearing TRAMP mice than wildtype littermates, suggesting that Src signaling network may provide useful biomarkers detectable by liquid biopsy[@b50]. Thus, Src signaling network may contribute to PCa progression via exosomes. Although the authors did not investigate possible Cav1 presence in this exosomes, it is a quite promising observation since the alterations of Cav1 observed by us and others during PCa progression, maybe either based on direct transfer of Cav1 via those vesicles between malignant epithelial cells and stromal fibroblasts or might be fostered via the transfer of Cav1 regulating components like Src.

In summary, we demonstrate here for the first time that stromal Cav1 is a critical regulator of the sensitivity of PCa to IR in human PCa PC3 xenograft tumors with impact on tumor growth delay after local irradiation. We observed (i) increased Src expression levels in subcutanously or orthotopic PC3(−)-derived tumors as well as in PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors, (ii) increased Src and Cav1 expression levels in the more radioresistant PC3(−)HS5(−)-derived tumors upon radiation, (iii) a potential Cav1 (re)-expression in Cav1-silenced or deficient prostate cancer cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*, (iv) increased Cav1 expression levels of cultured PC3(+) cells upon radiation and in particular after treatment with supernatants derived from the more radioresistant HS5(−), (v) a downregulation of Cav1 in HS5 fibroblasts upon radiation, and (vi) an upregulation of Tgfb expression in HS5(−) fibroblasts as well as increased expression levels of the corresponding Tgfb receptors in Cav1-expressing PC3(+) cells. Finally (vii) similar to the Cav1-alterations, immunoreactivity of phosphoCav1 and the Cav1 phosphorylating kinase Src clearly increased in the malignant epithelial cells of the more radioresistant higher Gleason grade human prostate adenocarcinomas which was paralleled by a more reactive Cav1-deficient tumor stroma, and thus confirms the importance of Src signaling as a potential candidate for future Cav1-mediated radiation response modulation.

Taken together, Cav1 signaling pathways in particular in stromal fibroblasts contribute to this resistance especially to radiation therapy. Our results strongly argue for a Cav1-dependent EMT in prostate cancer progression which is closely linked and thus may account for the observed radiation resistance. However up to now a detailed mechanism how Cav1(−) HS5 fibroblasts foster Cav1 upregulations or (re) expressions in malignant prostate cancer cells and thereby radiation resistance remains elusive.

In particular it is not clear how Cav1--induced (re-)expression fostered by Cav1(−) fibroblasts might promote EMT and potentially thereby radiation therapy resistance as tumors derived Cav1-expressing PC3(+) were more radiosensitive than respective tumors derived from Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells. However the potential re-distribution of Cav1 we observed *in vivo* when we attempt to mimic the human situation by implanting Cav1(−) PC3 cells (as prostate epithelial cells were Cav1-negative when the cancer develops) coincides with increased radiation resistance. It will be further important to investigate which factors are decisive the critical stromal-epithelial Cav1 alterations during PCa progression and radiation therapy resistance, namely the observed reduction of stromal Cav1 and increased expression of epithelial Cav1. However induced, a 'simple' transfer of Cav1 from stromal fibroblasts to the epithelial cells might not be the only mechanism resulting in epithelial Cav1 (re) expressions as Cav1(−) fibroblasts *in vivo* or as supernatants derived from these cells *in vitro* foster radiation resistance of the PCa cells used here. Even more important the amount and phenotype of endogenous or co-implanted fibroblasts at the time point of irradiation remains to be investigated. Here we showed already that Cav1-silenced fibroblasts have a decreased proliferation rate *in vitro*. Even more important *in vivo* an increased immunoreactivity of the proliferation marker Pcna was predominantly detected in the malignant epithelial cells and not within the fibroblasts. Together with the findings that Cav1-silencing induced a more reactive phenotype of HS5 fibroblasts as revealed by the upregulation of the reactive fibroblasts markers Acta2 and Tagln as well as reduced Mmp2 mRNA expression levels *in vitro*, the phenotype and activation state of the fibroblasts seems to be more important than the amount of these cells within a tumor. Further studies are needed to determine this ratio between prostate cancer cells and fibroblasts in the ectopic tumors at the time of irradiation and how the observed fibroblast activation state than correlates with radiation resistance.

In future studies we finally aim to specify the role of Cav1 alterations potentially induced by the Cav1-deficient and more reactive stroma for the radiosensitivity of PCa on molecular level, in particular to identify Cav1-dependent fibroblastic secreted factors which potentially foster the observed Cav1 re-expression in the malignant epithelial cells. This is a necessary step to develop pharmacological strategies to reduce Cav1 expression or inhibit resistance-promoting Cav1-dependent signals, respectively.

Methods
=======

Reagents and antibodies
-----------------------

Antibodies against alpha smooth muscle actin (ACTA2), Cav1 were from Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz, CA), against total AKT, phospho-Cav1, Ccdn1 and Src were from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, Germany), against Tagln from Proteintech (Chicago, IL), against FAP from Abcam (Cambridge, MA), against Pcna from GeneTex (Irvine, CA) and against beta actin (clone AC-74, A2228) from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Human tumor tissue
------------------

Tissues from human prostate carcinomas were obtained during surgery according to local ethical and biohazard regulations. All experiments were performed in strict accordance with local guidelines and regulations. Resected tissue specimens were processed for pathological diagnostic routine in agreement with institutional standards and diagnoses were made based on current WHO and updated ISUP criteria[@b54]. All studies including human tissue samples were approved by the local ethics committee (Ethik-Kommission) of the University Hospital Essen (Nr. 10--4363). Informed consent (written form) from each patient was obtained. Human tissue samples were analyzed anonymously.

Cav1 silencing
--------------

The human prostate epithelial cell lines PC3, LNCaP and the fibroblast cell line HS5 were from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Levels of Cav1 mRNA level were down-regulated by shRNA technology[@b19][@b26]. Therefore, a lentivirus based pLentilox3.7 vector for mammalian expression was used as previously described[@b19]. Within 2--5 days after transduction eGFP-positive cells were sorted in a FACS Vantage cell sorter (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany).

Cell viability assay
--------------------

The number of living cells was determined upon staining of the cells with the vital dye trypan blue. For this, cells were harvested with Trypsin-EDTA, re-suspended in fresh medium, diluted with trypan blue, and counted employing a Neubauer chamber.

Colony formation assay
----------------------

For this long-term assay, 200--1600 cells/well were plated in 6-well plates. Radiation with indicated doses was performed using the Isovolt-320-X-ray machine (Seifert-Pantak) at 320 kV, 10 mA with a 1.65 mm aluminum filter and a distance of about 500 mm to the object being irradiated[@b19]. The X-ray tube operated at 90 kV (\~45 keV X-rays) and the dose rate was about 3 Gy/min[@b55]. Plates were incubated for a total of 10 days to allow growth of single colonies. Cells were then fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and 70% ethanol and subsequently stained with 0.05% Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Colonies (≥50 cells/colony) were counted under the microscope at fivefold magnification.

Conditioned Media
-----------------

Cav1-specific shRNA (shCav1) as well as control-transduced (shCtrl) HS5 cells were cultured in normal growth media until confluence. Cells were left non-irradiated or irradiated with 10 Gy, media were replaced and cells were cultured in the presence of 0.5% fetal bovine serum for 24 hours before collection of media. Control media were generated by incubating the same medium (containing 0.5% fetal bovine serum) without cells. Conditioned media were used as 1/1 mixture with normal growth medium[@b55].

Flow cytometry analyses
-----------------------

For quantification of apoptotic DNA-fragmentation (sub-G1 population), cells were incubated for 15--30 min with a staining solution containing 0.1% (w/v) sodium citrate, 50 μg/ml PI, and 0.05% (v/v) Triton X-100 (v/v) and subsequently analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany; FL-2)[@b19].

Mouse tumor model
-----------------

Mouse xenograft tumors were generated by subcutaneous injection of 0.5 × 10^6^ cells PC3 (+/−Cav1) either alone or mixed with 0.5 × 10^6^ cells HS5 (+/−Cav1) cells onto the hind limb of the mice (total volume 50 μl) as previously described[@b19]. Up to 20 animals of each experimental group received a single subcutaneous injection of 0.5 × 10^6^ viable cells. For radiation therapy mice were anesthetized (2% isoflurane) and tumors were exposed to a single dose of 10 Gy ±5% in 5 mm tissue depth (\~1.53 Gy/min, 300 kV, filter: 0.5 mm Cu, 10 mA, focus distance: 60 cm) using a collimated beam with a XStrahl RS 320 cabinet irradiator (XStrahl Limited, Camberly, Surrey, Great Britain)[@b56]. For intraprostatic implantation, mice were anesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). A low abdominal transverse incision was made and PC3 (+/−Cav1) cells (1 × 10^5^ in 50 μl of PBS) were injected into the right and left dorsolateral lobe (25 μl per lobe) of the prostate, and the wound was closed with surgical clips. Carpofen (50 μg/10 g bodyweight) was injected subcutaneously as analgesic. Mouse experiments were carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the German Government and they were approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the responsible authorities \[Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz (LANUV), Regierungspräsidium Düsseldorf Az. 8.87--50.10.37.09.187; Az. 8.87--51.04.20.09.390\].

Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence
-------------------------------------------

Paraffin embedded tissue sections were hydrated using a descending alcohol series, incubated for 10--20 min in target retrieval solution (Dako) and incubated with blocking solution (2% FCS/PBS). After permeabilisation, sections were incubated with primary antibodies over night at 4 °C. Antigen was detected with a peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (1/250) and DAB staining (Dako). Nuclei were counterstained using hematoxylin. Masson´s Goldner Trichrome (TC) (Carl Roth Karlsruhe, Germany) for histological evaluation of connective tissue was performed according to the manufactures instruction. For immunofluorescence analysis, antigen was detected with an anti-rabbit-Alexa488 and anti-rat-Alexa555-conjugated secondary antibody (1/500). Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) was used for nuclei staining. Specimens were analyzed by confocal microscopy.

Western blot
------------

Whole cell lysates were generated by scraping cells into ice-cold RIPA-P buffer (150 mmol/L NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.5% sodium-desoxycholate, 0.1% sodium-dodecylsulfate, 50 mmol/L Tris/HCL pH 8, 10 mmol/L NaF, 1 mmol/L Na~3~VO~4~), supplemented with complete Protease-Inhibitor-Cocktail (Roche) and performing 2--3 freeze-thaw cycles. Protein samples (50--100 μg total protein) were subjected to SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and Western blots were done as previously described using the indicated antibodies[@b57].

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

If not otherwise indicated, data were obtained from 3 independent experiments with at least 3 mice each. Statistical significance was evaluated by 1-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's or Bonferroni multiple comparisons post-hoc test and set at the level of P ≤ 0.05. Data analysis was performed with Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad, La Jolla, California).
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![Reduction of Cav1 levels decreased survival of clonogenic epithelial PC3 while proliferation was increased *in vitro*.\
(**A**) PC3 (shCav1-transfected tumor cells \[PC3(−)\] as well as PC3 shCtrl control cells \[PC3(+)\] with normal Cav1 expression) cells were plated for colony formation assay, irradiated with indicated doses (0--8 Gy) and subsequently further incubated for additional 10 days. Data show the surviving fractions from three independent experiments measured in triplicates each (means ± SD). \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.005 by two-tailed students T-test. (**B**) Cell proliferation was analyzed by cell counting in cultured shCav1-transfected PC3(−) and control-transfected PC3(+) epithelial cells at the indicated time points after irradiation with 10 Gy. Data are shown as means ± SEM of three independent experiments. (**C**) Expression levels of the indicated proteins were analyzed in whole protein lysates of cultured PC3 cells (+/−Cav1) with or without radiation (48 hours after XRT with 10 Gy) using Western blot analysis. Representative blots are shown. For quantification blots were analyzed by densitometry and the respective signal was related to beta-actin (n = 4--5 for each group). For determination of the Akt phosphorylation status the obtained phospho-specific signal was related to the signal of the total protein (phAkt/Akt). P-values were indicated: \**P* ≤ 0.05, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001, by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey test.](srep41138-f1){#f1}

![Single dose irradiation (10 Gy) decreased growth of PC3 xenograft tumors more efficiently in Cav1-expressing PC3 tumors which was accompanied by a less reactive tumor stroma.\
(**A**) PC3 shCav1 tumor cells \[PC3(−)\] as well as PC3 shCtrl control cells \[PC3(+)\] with normal Cav1 expression (0.5\*10^6^ cells each) were subcutaneously transplanted onto the hind limb of NMRI nude mice. One set of animals from each group received a single radiation dose of 10 Gy to the tumor after manifestation of the tumor at day 3. Tumor volume was determined at indicated time points using a sliding caliper (left diagram). Data are presented as mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments (25 mice in total: PC3(+) 0 Gy n = 5; PC3(+) 10 Gy n = 5; PC3(−) 0 Gy n = 8; PC3(−) 10 Gy n = 7). Tumor growth and respective computed median growth delay was determined as time (days) until a four-fold tumor volume was reached (right diagram). \*p \< 0.05, \*\*\*p \< 0.005 by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey's test. (**B**--**D**) Expression levels of the indicated proteins were analyzed in whole protein lysates using Western blot analysis. Representative blots are shown. For quantification blots were analyzed by densitometry and the respective signal was related to beta-actin (at least n = 4 for each group). When the phosphorylation status was determined the obtained phospho-specific signal was related to the signal of the total protein (phCav1/Cav1). P-values were indicated: \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.01, by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey test.](srep41138-f2){#f2}

![Prostate tumors grown from Cav1-silenced PC3 cells were accompanied by a more reactive tumor stroma.\
(**A**) Tumors derived from shCav1 PC3 cells \[PC3(−)\] as well as from PC3 shCtrl control cells \[PC3(+)\] with normal Cav1 expression were removed when tumor volumes reached a critical size (8--14 days after implantation) and were then subjected to immunohistochemistry with the indicated antibodies. Masson´s Goldner Trichrome (TC) was performed in order to visualize the collagenous stroma. Representative images are shown. Sections were counterstained using hematoxylin. Magnification Cav1, TC, FAP, Tagln 20x; Pcna 10x. (**B**) Subcutaneously grown tumors were further analyzed by immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. Tumor stroma was stained for smooth muscle actin (ACTA2; red) and Cav1 (green). Arrows point towards Cav1-positive PC3(−) epithelial cells which were supposed to become immunoreactive for Cav1 upon tumor progression. Representative images from at least three independent experiments are shown. Magnification 63x (scale bar 50 μm).](srep41138-f3){#f3}

![Orthotopic tumors derived from Cav1-silenced PC3(−) cells showed a significantly increased tumor growth and epithelial Cav1 (re-) expressions.\
(**A**) PC3 (+/−Cav1) cells were injected into the right and left dorsolateral lobe (0.5 × 10^5^ cells per lobe) of the prostate of NMRI nude mice. Tumor weight and volume was determined 14 days after tumor cell implantation. Data are presented as mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments (16 mice in total: PC3(+) n = 7; PC3(−) n = 9); \*P ≤ 0.05, \*\*P ≤ 0.01 by two-tailed t-tests with Welch's correction. (**B**) Expression levels of the indicated proteins were analyzed in whole protein lysates using Western blot analysis. Representative blots are shown. (**C**) Tumors derived from shCav1 PC3 cells as well as from shCtrl control cells with normal Cav1 expression were subjected to immunohistochemistry with Cav1 antibody. Representative images are shown. Sections were counterstained using hematoxylin. Arrows point towards Cav1-positive epithelial cells within tumors derived from implanted PC3(−) cells. Magnification 20x. (**D**) Orthotopic grown tumors were further analysed by immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. Tumor stroma was stained for Tagln (red) and Cav1 (green). Representative images from at least three independent experiments are shown. Magnification 63x (scale bar 50 μm).](srep41138-f4){#f4}

![Reduction of Cav1 levels increased survival of clonogenic epithelial PC3 and stromal HS5 cells while proliferation was decreased *in vitro.*\
(**A**) Lentiviral expression of a Cav1-specific siRNA (shCav1) in stromal HS5 fibroblasts resulted in an efficient and sustained down-regulation of Cav1 expression compared to control-transduced (shCtrl) cells as shown by Western blot analysis. β-actin (bActin) was included as loading control. Representative blots of at least three different experiments are shown. (**A**) HS5 (shCav1-transfected fibroblasts \[HS5(−)\] as well as shCtrl control cells \[HS5(+)\] with normal Cav1 expression) cells were plated for colony formation assay, irradiated with indicated doses (0--8 Gy) and subsequently further incubated for additional 10 days. Data show the surviving fractions from three independent experiments measured in triplicates each (means ± SD). \*\*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001 by two-tailed students T-test. (**B**) Cell proliferation was analyzed by cell counting in cultured shCav1-transfected HS5(−) and control-transfected HS5(+) fibroblasts cells at the indicated time points after irradiation with 10 Gy. Data are shown as means ± SEM of three independent experiments. (**C**) Expression levels of the indicated proteins were analyzed in whole protein lysates of cultured HS5 cells (+/−Cav1) with or without radiation (48 hours after XRT with 10 Gy) using Western blot analysis. Representative blots are shown. For quantification blots were analyzed by densitometry and the respective signal was related to beta-actin (n = 4--5 for each group). For determination of the Akt phosphorylation status the obtained phospho-specific signal was related to the signal of the total protein (phAkt/Akt). P-values were indicated: \**P* ≤ 0.05; \*\**P* ≤ 0.01; \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.005 \*\*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001; by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey test.](srep41138-f5){#f5}

![Cav1-deficient stromal fibroblasts mediated radiation resistance.\
(**A**) Co-implantations of PC3 tumor cells (0.5\*10^6^ cells each) after Cav1 silencing \[shCav1, PC3(−)\] in combination HS5 Cav1-silenced fibroblasts \[shCav1, HS5(−)\] (0.5\*10^6^ cells each) or control fibroblasts \[shCtrl, HS5(+)\] were performed by subcutaneously transplanted onto the hind limb of NMRI nude mice. One set of animals from each group received a single radiation dose of 10 Gy to the tumor after manifestation of the tumor at day 3. Tumor volume was determined at indicated time points using a sliding caliper (left diagram). Data are presented as mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments (37 mice in total: PC3(−)HS5(+) 0 Gy n = 10; PC3(−)HS5(+) 10 Gy n = 8; PC3(−)HS5(−) 0 Gy n = 9; PC3(−)HS5(−) 10 Gy n = 10). Tumor growth and respective computed median growth delay was determined as time (days) until a four-fold tumor volume was reached (right diagram). \*p \< 0.05, \*\*\*p \< 0.005 by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey's test. (**B**--**D**) Expression levels of indicated proteins were analyzed in whole protein lysates using Western blot analysis. Representative blots are shown. For quantification blots were analyzed by densitometry and the respective signal was related to beta-actin (at least n = 4 for each group). When the Cav1 phosphorylation status was determined the obtained phospho-specific signal was related to the signal of the total Cav1 protein \[phCav1/Cav1\]. P-values were indicated: \*p \< 0.05, \*\**p* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\**p* ≤ 0.005, \*\*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001 by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey test.](srep41138-f6){#f6}

![Treatment of cultured PC3 (+/−Cav1) or Cav1-deficient LNCaP malignant epithelial cells with supernatants derived from Cav1-silenced HS5 fibroblasts fostered radiation resistance.\
(**A**,**B**) PC3 (shCav1-transfected tumor cells \[PC3(−)\] as well as PC3 shCtrl control cells \[PC3(+)\] with normal Cav1 expression) and Cav1-deficient LNCaP cells were irradiated with 10 Gy and subsequently treated with supernatants (SN) derived from cultured Cav1-silenced HS5(−) or control transfected Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts with or without radiation treatment (+/−XRT with 10 Gy). Western blot analysis of whole protein lysates was performed after 48 hours of treatment using the indicated antibodies. (**C**,**D**) The degree of apoptosis was quantified by measuring the SubG1 fraction 48 hours after radiation by flow cytometry analysis. Therefore, PC3cells (+/−Cav1) and Cav1-deficient LNCaP cells were left non-irradiated (white bars) or irradiated with 10 Gy (black bars) and subsequently treated with SN derived from cultured Cav1-silenced HS5(−) or Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts with or without radiation treatment (+/−XRT with 10 Gy). (**E**) Quantitative Real Time RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis of the reactive fibroblasts markers Acta2, Tagln as well as the tumor-promoting factors Vegf (vascular endothelial growth factor), Tgfb and Mmp2 (matrix metalloproteinase 2) were performed in total RNA isolates of Cav1-silenced HS5(−) or control transfected Cav1-expressing HS5(+) fibroblasts with or without radiation treatment (+/−XRT with 10 Gy) and were shown as relative expression to actin (set as 1) at 96 hours post irradiation. Shown are mean values ± SEM from 4 independent samples per group measured in duplicates each. \**P* ≤ 0.05, \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.005, by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey's test. (**F**) Expression levels of the Tgfb receptors TGFBR1 and TGFBR2 as well as the E-cadherin repressing EMT gene Snai2 were analyzed in whole RNA isolates of cultured PC3 cells (+/−Cav1) with or without radiation (48 hours after XRT with 10 Gy) using qRT-PCR analysis. Shown are mean values ± SEM from 4 independent samples per group measured in duplicates each. \**P* ≤ 0.05 by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey's test.](srep41138-f7){#f7}

![Immunohistological analysis of Cav1 expressions in human prostate tumor tissues.\
Paraffin-sections of human prostate tumors were stained for the indicated antibodies. Gleason grading scores used to evaluate prognosis of men with prostate cancer were divided into low (1 + 1, 2 + 2), intermediate (3 + 3, 4 + 3) and high scores (4 + 5) according to the sum of the primary and secondary Gleason patterns in whole resection specimens. The observed patterns of the tumor specimen were assigned based on current WHO and updated ISUP criteria: the primary grade - assigned to the dominant pattern of the tumor (has to be greater than 50% of the total pattern seen) as well as a secondary grade - assigned to the next-most frequent pattern (has to be less than 50%, but at least 5%, of the pattern of the total cancer observed). Asterisks mark stromal compartments and bold arrows point to epithelial structures. Sections were counterstained using hematoxylin. Representative images are shown. Magnification 20x.](srep41138-f8){#f8}
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